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Trends in Sustainable Investing
The Covid crisis has only accelerated the shift toward ESG investing
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▪

Three quarters of investors now take ESG criteria into
account in their manager selection – up from half two
years ago – and half of all investors now track the carbon
footprint of their portfolio or plan to do so in 24 months –
Greenwich Associates , 2020

▪

Invesco cite that 55% of the 101 European institutional
investors surveyed believe the majority of their ESG
investments will be held in passive products in five years’
time - Reported in Funds Europe

▪

However, actively-managed ESG funds saw record inflows
in July 2020 – Institutional Asset Manager

▪

More and more investors recognise the importance of
ESG as a risk management tool, as well as its potential as
a return generator – Camradata ESG report 2020

Trends in Sustainable Investing
Sustainable Investing the New Normal
▪ The move towards incorporating environmental,
social and governance (ESG) considerations into
investment decisions accelerated due to the
pandemic, transitioning from a side-fund to a
main-fund issue.
▪ 72% of asset owners indicated that they believe
companies with high ESG ratings had good
continuity planning during the pandemic.
▪ As a result, more investors are putting greater
emphasis on the “S” (social) in ESG. Progress on
ESG is held back, though, by concerns over
fiduciary duty, perceived issues with data, cost
and manager inexperience.

Source: MSCI, February 2021 – MSCI Investment Insights 2021 Sample 200 Asset Owners
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Trends in Sustainable Investing
Current ESG activities according to world regions

Source: MSCI, February 2021 – MSCI Investment Insights 2021 Sample 200 Asset Owners
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Trends in Sustainable Investing
Current ESG activities according to world regions

Source: MSCI, February 2021 – MSCI Investment Insights 2021 Sample 200 Asset Owners
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Trends in Sustainable Investing
Current ESG activities according to world regions

Source: MSCI, February 2021 – MSCI Investment Insights 2021 Sample 200 Asset Owners
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Current & Expected Carbon Exposure Tracking
Half of all institutional investors already track the carbon exposure of their portfolio or expect to do
so within 24 months.
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Measuring & Managing Carbon Footprint
Climate change risks are gathering more attention both from a regulatory and investment risk
perspective; demand for low carbon indices is soaring.
Tracking Carbon as part of your:

Managing Carbon Exposure
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Source: Greenwich Associates, July 2020. Note: question was not asked in 2018.
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Trends in Sustainable Investing
Alongside Investors companies ESG continues to grow as a focus for companies

Source: Fidelity International, March 2021 – Fidelity Analyst Survey 2021
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Sustainable Investing Trends - Themes

Trends in Sustainable Investing
Social Issues coming more into focus for investors

Source: MSCI, February 2021 – MSCI Investment
Insights 2021 Sample 200 Asset Owners
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Trends in Sustainable Investing
However for companies the importance of social issues is reverting to pre-covid times

Source: Fidelity International, March 2021 – Fidelity Analyst Survey 2021
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Trends in Sustainable Investing
Biodiversity coming more into focus for investors
•

72% have not assessed the impact of their investments on
biodiversity.

•

27% of respondents are not currently addressing
biodiversity.

•

Fewer than one in 10 respondents currently have
measurable biodiversity-linked targets.

•

67% of respondents say they are addressing biodiversity to
some extent in their portfolios. Most do so through seeking
to reduce negative impact, mainly through shareholder
engagement and exclusions.

•

Two-thirds of respondents are considering setting
measurable biodiversity-linked targets.

•

Of the investors that have not yet assessed their
investments’ impact on biodiversity, more than one-third
aim to do so going forward.

Source: Credit Suisse, January 2021 – Unearthing investor action on biodiversity - 327 respondents EMEA 66% Americas 25% APAC incl. Japan 9%
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Net Zero and it´s implications for our industry

Clarifying terminology
Many companies use terms like carbon neutral, zero carbon and climate positive interchangeably
with net zero
Key differences are emerging though (draft
table):
Carbon
neutral

15

Net Zero

Carbon
negative

Emissions

CO2 only

All GHG
emissions

All GHG
emissions

Carbon reduction
required

No

Yes

Yes

Carbon offsetting
permitted

Yes

No

No

Carbon removal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Example: Microsoft’s pathway to carbon
negative by 2030

When do we need to reach net zero emissions?
Limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees entails reaching net zero CO2 emissions by 2050

Source: IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5C
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What would be needed to reach net zero?
Extracts from the new IEA case called Net Zero Emissions by 2050 (NZE2050)

▪

Total CO2 emissions would need to fall by around 45%
from 2010 levels by 2030.

▪

Primary energy demand in the NZE2050 falls by 17%
between 2019 and 2030, to a level similar to 2006, even
though the global economy is twice as large

▪

Electrification, efficiency gains and behaviour changes
are central to achieving this.

▪

Coal demand falls by almost 60% over this period to a
level last seen in the 1970s. No subcritical and
supercritical coal plants without CCUS are still operating
in 2030.

Source: World Energy Outlook 2020, IEA
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▪ In addition to investment in technologies, such as
CCUS, low-carbon gases and buildings retrofits,
behaviour changes would form an integral part of the
emissions reduction strategy (e.g..

What do asset owners need to do?
Extracts from targets set by Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance

Source: Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, January 2021
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What do asset managers need to do?
Three core commitments and 10 supporting initiatives
Category
Work in partnership with clients on decarbonisation
goals, consistent with an ambition to reach net zero
emissions by 2050 or sooner across all AUM

1

Supporting initiatives
Set interim targets for 2030

Consider Scope 1, 2 and material Scope 3 emissions
Under core
commitment 2

Focus on real economy emissions reductions
For offsets, use long-term carbon removal

2

Set an interim target for the proportion of assets
to be managed in line with the attainment of net
zero emissions by 2050 or sooner.

Create investment products aligned with Net Zero
Provide Net Zero analytics to clients
Adapt engagement and voting policies to Net Zero
Across all AUM

3

Engage with a range of finance system stakeholders

Review interim target at least every five years, with
a view to ratcheting up the proportion of AUM
covered until 100% of assets are included.

Ensure policy advocacy aligns with Net Zero
Accountability

Source: Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative, Fidelity International, January 2021.
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Publish TCFD disclosure and ensure it is aligned with
Net Zero commitments

Sustainable Investing - External initiatives &
Organisations

External initiatives & Organisations
Investing for positive change through key industry initiatives
Working closely with other stakeholders
for maximum impact – collaborative
initiatives on specific topics increasing
likelihood of companies to positively
engage with, and react to, the
engagement.

ESG–related bodies that seek to improve
the way industries are regulated and
companies are managed. These bodies
provide overall guidance to the industry
and we support them with our expertise.

From time to time we may engage with
companies in collaboration with other
shareholders. In certain circumstances,
we may also co-file shareholder proposals
with other shareholders.
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External initiatives & Organisations

& more…
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External initiatives & Organisations
External initiatives & Organisations

Commitments/
Campaigns

Source; Science Based Targets, February 2021
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Measurement
+ scenario
analysis

Target
Setting

Enabling
Action

Reporting

External initiatives & Organisations
Climate related initiatives for Financial Institutions

GHG accounting framework
for financed emissions

Reporting framework
CDP financial services questionnaire

1. High level commitments
Developing target setting frameworks, definitions,
and guidance for net zero

2. Scientific target and reporting framework
Focus on decarbonisation in the mid term
timeframe (2025 to 2035), public
methodologies and open to all relevant FIs.
Independent validation service

Source; Science Based Targets, February 2021
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3. Account and reporting standards
Setting credible mid term SBTs and long
term net zero targets requires robust and
consistent frameworks for all FIs

Climate Action 100+
Strengthen Climate-Related Financial Disclosure
What do they do?

Benefits of Membership

The Climate Action 100+ is an investor-led initiative engaging with the world’s largest
corporate greenhouse gas emitters to manage emissions, strengthen climate-related
financial disclosures and improve governance on climate change risks.

1.

Investors signing on to the initiative:- support a public statement outlining these goals.
- commit to engage with at least one company during each year of the initiative and
report back on their engagement.
- will only represent the assets that they own.
The initiative is coordinated by the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) and
several regional networks.

2.
3.

Membership to a group that has been highlighted as one of 12 key global initiatives
to tackle climate change.
Access –to engagement knowledge sharing
Distinction – helps demonstrate to clients and beneficiaries effort to manage the
material risks associated with climate change.

Why FIL is a member

Other named asset managers supporting

We believe the benefits for the ESG and investment team are twofold: to learn from
other investors’ expertise in engaging with companies on climate risks; to support/
demonstrate to clients who regularly question us on climate engagement that Fidelity is
active on this issue and participates in collaborative initiatives.

Supporter AuM $35 tn
•
370 Investors
•
Includes: Aberdeen Standard; Amundi; Axa; Australian Super Annuation; BT
Financial Group; Hermes; HSBC; Investec; L&G; Rababobank; Robeco;
Schroders
•
Climate Action 100+ is coordinated by five partner organisations: Asia Investor
Group on Climate Change (AIGCC); Ceres; Investor Group on Climate Change
(IGCC); Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC) and Principles
for Responsible Investment (PRI).
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IIGCC / AIGCC
Institutional Investor Group on Climate Change
What do they do?

Benefits of Membership

IIGCC/AIGCC (The Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (Europe)/ The Asia
Investor Group on Climate Change) provides investors with a collaborative platform to
encourage public policies, investment practices, and corporate behaviour that address
long-term risks and opportunities associated with climate change.

1.

IIGCC pursues its mission through two strategic objectives:
1. Changing market signals by encouraging the adoption of strong and credible public
policy solutions that ensure an orderly and efficient move to a low carbon economy, as
well as measures for adaptation.
2. Informing investment practices to preserve and enhance long-term investment value.

2.
3.
4.

Influence – Both forums bring investors together to use their significant collective
influence to engage with policymakers on national, EU and international
regulations which will accelerate the shift to a low carbon economy.
Access – events and meetings with policy makers.
Knowledge sharing – webinars and events, expert guidance.
Distinction – helps demonstrate to clients and beneficiaries effort to manage the
material risks associated with climate change.

Why FIL is a member

Other named asset managers supporting

FIL is a member to contribute to the discussions on and support the improved practices
and perception of true ESG integration.

Supporter AuM €28tn (190 members)

IIGCC members have met with or been invited to make contributions to the UNFCCC,
IPCC, OECD, IEA, and other multilateral forum on the subject of climate change which
presents significant high profile opportunities for FIL.
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Allianz Global Investors
Aviva
BMO
Investec
M&G

Amundi
BlackRock
Hermes
Legal & General
Robeco

SASB Alliance
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
What they do?

Benefits of Membership

•

1.

•
•

The SASB Alliance develops and explores best practices to integrate material
sustainability information into existing investment processes.
Members share the belief that today’s capital markets need standardized
sustainability disclosure and effective ESG integration into investment practices –
for the benefit of both companies and investors.
SASB has developed standards for over 70 industries, and engaged thousands of
participants in its standards setting process.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Member portal including SASB toolkit which is a set of resources to help
introduce SASB to colleagues (this includes an Engagement Guide, Industry
Briefs, ESG Uncovered, Climate Risk technical Bulletin)
Convenings with members and experts
Opportunities to weigh in on SASB foundations programmes
SASB Foundations webinars
Sustainability accounting newsletters
Member meetings / receptions
Listing on the SASB website
Use of SASB Alliance logo

Why FIL is a member

Other named asset managers supporting

SASB is an ambitious organisation that is fast growing and as FIL aims to further
integrate ESG factors into valuations and train analysts in how to use sustainability
accounting, becoming a member of the alliance will further add ESG credibility to FIL’s
integration process and proprietary rating.

AGI
Aviva
BMO
FMR
Investec
M&G

Joining the alliance helps to further standardise sustainability accounting, which is a
key tool to improve the objectivity of sustainability analysis on companies.
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Amundi
BlackRock
Hermes
Impax
LGIM
Pictet

FAIRR
Farm Animal Investment Risk and Return
What do they do?

Benefits of Membership

FAIRR Initiative is a collaborative investor network that raises awareness of the
material ESG risks and opportunities caused by intensive livestock production.

1.
2.
3.
4.

FAIRR helps investors to identify and prioritise these factors through research that
investors can then integrate into their investment decision-making and active
stewardship processes

5.

Exclusive member research including individual company analysis.
Regular updates, presentations, newsletters and private events.
The opportunity to join collaborative engagements with relevant companies
Access to best practice tools, networking and knowledge sharing with the FAIRR
investor network.
Showing a public commitment to considering factory farming issues as part of the
investment process

FAIRR also runs collaborative investor engagements with global food companies to
improve performance on selected ESG issues in intensive livestock production.

Why FIL is a member

Other named asset managers supporting

It provides access to features such as the Coller FAIRR Protein Producer Index, which
ranks over 60 producers on their sustainability risks.

Supporter AuM $19.3tn
Aegon
Amundi
Candriam
Hermes
Robeco
UBS

It helps strengthen our commitment and engagement potential in relation to animal
protein which is a theme within our thematic engagement programme.
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Actiam
Aviva
Handelsbanken
Legal & General
Schroders

Disclaimer
This information must not be reproduced or circulated without prior permission.
Fidelity only offers information on products and services and does not provide investment advice based on individual circumstances, other than when specifically stipulated by an appropriately
authorised firm, in a formal communication with the client.
Fidelity International refers to the group of companies which form the global investment management organisation that provides information on products and services in designated jurisdictions
outside of North America. This communication is not directed at, and must not be acted upon by persons inside the United States and is otherwise only directed at persons residing in jurisdictions
where the relevant funds are authorised for distribution or where no such authorisation is required.
Unless otherwise stated all products and services are provided by Fidelity International, and all views expressed are those of Fidelity International. Fidelity, Fidelity International, the Fidelity
International logo and F symbol are registered trademarks of FIL Limited.
The Key Investor Information Document (KIID) is available in English and can be obtained from our website at www.fidelityinternational.com. The Prospectus may also be obtained from Fidelity.
Fidelity Funds “FF” is an open-ended investment company (UCITS) established in Luxembourg with different classes of shares.
Continental Europe: We recommend that you obtain detailed information before taking any investment decision.
Denmark/Finland/Italy/Luxembourg/Norway/Spain/Sweden: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which is available
along with the current annual and semi-annual reports free of charge from our distributors and from our European Service Centre in Luxembourg, FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette
BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg.
Austria: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which are available along with the current annual and semi-annual
reports free of charge from our distributors and from our European Service Centre in Luxembourg, FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg as well as from
the paying agent in Austria, UniCredit Bank Austria AG, Schottengasse 6-8, 1010 Vienna, or on www.fidelity.at
Belgium: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which is available along with the current annual and semi-annual reports
free of charge from our distributors, from FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. and CACEIS België NV, with head office at Havenlaan 86C, B320, 1000 - Brussels, the financial service provider in Belgium. Issued
by FIL (Luxembourg) S.A., authorised and supervised by the CSSF (Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier).
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Disclaimer
Czech Republic: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which is available along with the current annual and semiannual reports free of charge from our distributors, from our European Service Centre in Luxembourg, FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg and from our
paying agent UniCredit Bank Czech Republic a.s., Zeletavska 1525/1, 14092 Prag 4 - Michle, Czech Republic. The KIID is available in Czech language.
France: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which is available along with the current annual and semi-annual reports
free of charge upon request at FIL Gestion, authorised and supervised by the AMF (Autorité des Marchés Financiers) N°GP03-004, 21 Avenue Kléber, 75016 Paris. The document is available in
French upon request. If you do not wish to receive documents in English dedicated to Professional, please contact your Fidelity contact.
Germany: Any performance disclosure is not compliant with German regulations regarding retail clients and must therefore not be handed out to these. Investments should be made on the basis of
the current prospectus/Key Investor Information Document (KIID), which is available along with the current annual and semi-annual reports free of charge from FIL Investment Services GmbH,
Postfach 200237, 60606 Frankfurt/Main or www.fidelity.de.
Hungary: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which is available along with the current annual and semi-annual
reports free of charge from our distributors, from our European Service Centre in Luxembourg, FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg and from our
distributor Raifeisenbank Zentralbank Österreich AG, Akademia u. 6, 1054 Budapest. The KIID is available in Hungarian language.
Liechtenstein: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which are available along with the current annual and semi-annual
reports free of charge from our distributors, from our European Service Centre in Luxembourg, FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg as well as from the
paying agent in Liechtenstein, VP Bank AG, Äulestrasse 6, 9490 Vaduz.
Netherlands: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which are available along with the current annual and semi-annual
reports free of charge from our distributors, and from our European Service Centre in Luxembourg, FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg. In the
Netherlands, documents are available from FIL (Luxembourg) S.A., Netherlands Branch (registered with the AFM), World Trade Centre, Tower H, 6th Floor, Zuidplein 52, 1077 XV Amsterdam (tel.
0031 20 79 77 100). The Fund is authorised to offer participation rights in the Netherlands pursuant to article 2:66 (3) in conjunction with article 2:71 and 2:72 Financial Supervision Act.*
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Disclaimer
Poland: This material does not constitute a recommendation within the meaning of the Regulation of the Polish Minister of Finance Regarding Information Constituting Recommendations
Concerning Financial Instruments or Issuers Thereof dated October 19, 2005. No statements or representations made in this document are legally binding on Fidelity or the recipient and do not
constitute an offer within the meaning of the Polish Civil Code Act of 23 April 1964. Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus, the KIID (key investor information
document) and the Additional Information for Investors, which are available along with the current annual and semi-annual reports free of charge from our distributors, from our European Service
Centre in Luxembourg FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg, from the representative office in Poland or on www.fidelity.pl.
Slovakia: Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which is available along with the current annual and semi-annual
reports free of charge from our distributors, from our European Service Centre in Luxembourg, FIL (Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg and from our paying
agent UniCredit Bank Slovakia, a.s., Sancova 1/A 81333, Slovakia. The KIID is available in Slovak language.
Switzerland: Fidelity undertakes the financial services of purchasing and/or selling financial instruments within the meaning of the Financial Services Act (""FinSA""). Fidelity is not required to
assess the appropriateness and suitability under FinSA. Investments should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and KIID (key investor information document), which are available
along with the articles of incorporation as well as the current annual and semi-annual reports free of charge from our distributors, from our European Service Center in Luxembourg FIL
(Luxembourg) S.A. 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg and from the representative and paying agent in Switzerland, BNP Paribas Securities Services, Paris, succursale de
Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16, 8002 Zurich. The information provided in this marketing material constitutes an advertisement. The information provided in this marketing material should not be
construed as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell the financial products mentioned in this marketing material.
Issued by: FIL Pensions Management (authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) / FIL (Luxembourg) S.A., authorised and supervised by the CSSF (Commission de
Surveillance du Secteur Financier) / FIL Investment Switzerland AG / FIL Gestion, authorised and supervised by the AMF (Autorité des Marchés Financiers) N°GP03-004, 21 Avenue Kléber,
75016 Paris. For German Wholesale clients issued by FIL Investments Services GmbH, Kastanienhöhe 1, 61476 Kronberg im Taunus. For German Institutional clients issued by FIL
(Luxembourg) S.A., 2a, rue Albert Borschette BP 2174 L-1021 Luxembourg. For German Pension clients issued by FIL Finance Services GmbH, Kastanienhöhe 1, 61476 Kronberg im Taunus.
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